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JUS5260/ JUR1260 – English Law of Contract 

The language of examination for this course is English: students may answer in English ONLY, answers in 
any other language than English will be given a F (F for fail). 
 
Please answer both of the following questions. Each of the questions will be given equal weight in the 

marking of the answers. Please note that only Master’s level students (not Bachelor’s level students) are 

required to answer sub-question 1(c). 

1. Best Ships Ltd. (BS) is a company in the business of building and selling ships, primarily for the transport 

of oil. It engages Excellent Agents Ltd. (EA) to negotiate on its behalf the sale of one of its ships to Always 

Thirsty Ltd. (AT). The negotiations take three months. Near the beginning of the negotiations, AT tells EA 

that it needs a ship that can carry a minimum of 2.4 million barrels of oil. EA quickly consults the data about 

the ship which are registered in the Lloyds Register of Shipping and these data specify that the ship’s 

carrying capacity is 2.5 million barrels of oil. On the basis of these data, EA tells AT that the ship has the 

carrying capacity desired by AT. AT engages its own agents to consult the data registered in the Lloyds 

Register and the agents confirm what EA has stated about the ship’s carrying capacity. However, the true 

carrying capacity of the ship is only 1.8 million barrels of oil – a specification that is registered in the files on 

the ship that are kept at the head office of BS. EA and AT’s agents never consult the files at BS’s head office, 

and EA never informs BS that AT requires a ship with a carrying capacity of 2.4 million barrels. 

Almost three months later, AT and BS formally enter into a contract for the sale of the ship. The contract of 

sale omits any mention of the ship’s carrying capacity. When AT subsequently finds out that the ship has a 

carrying capacity of only 1.8 million barrels of oil it sues BS for damages for breach of contract. The contract 

specifies that English law shall govern the resolution of any dispute arising from the contract. 

Shortly before it purchases the ship, AT borrows £ 1.5 million from Reliable Loan Ltd. (RL) in order to 

finance its purchase of the ship from BS. The loan contract states that the loan is to be repaid over a 10 

year period, with £ 150,000 to be repaid per annum plus 10% interest. It also states that English law shall 

govern the resolution of any dispute arising from the contract. The first annual instalment is paid by AT 

with interest, but the company is unable to pay the second instalment due to difficulties it is having in 

getting lucrative contracts to carry oil, on account of the fact that the ship’s carrying capacity is significantly 

less than 2.4 million barrels of oil. AT informs RL of its difficulties. RL accordingly agrees to postpone, for 

one year, repayment of the second instalment of £ 150,000 and to waive all interest payable. However, six 
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months later, RL itself runs into financial problems and demands that AT pay the outstanding instalment 

and interest owing without more delay. AT refuses to do so. RL sues AT. 

Please answer the following sub-questions: 

1(a) Advise AT as to the potential success of its claim for damages for breach of contract. 

1(b) Advise RL as to the potential success of its demand that AT pay the outstanding instalment and 

interest owing without delay. 

1(c) (Master’s level students only) Assume that AT sues BS for damages for misrepresentation 

instead of breach of contract. Advise AT as to the potential success of its action, including the 

measure of damages it may be entitled to pursuant to the Misrepresentation Act 1967 section 2, 

which reads: “(1) Where a person has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been 

made to him by another party thereto and as a result thereof he has suffered loss, then, if the 

person making the misrepresentation would be liable to damages in respect thereof had the 

misrepresentation been made fraudulently, that person shall be so liable notwithstanding that the 

misrepresentation was not made fraudulently, unless he proves that he had reasonable ground to 

believe and did believe up to the time the contract was made the facts represented were true. (2) 

Where a person has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been made to him 

otherwise than fraudulently, and he would be entitled, by reason of the misrepresentation, to 

rescind the contract, then, if it is claimed, in any proceedings arising out of the contract, that the 

contract ought to be or has been rescinded, the court or arbitrator may declare the contract 

subsisting and award damages in lieu of rescission, if of opinion that it would be equitable to do so, 

having regard to the nature of the misrepresentation and the loss that would be caused by it if the 

contract were upheld, as well as to the loss that rescission would cause to the other party. (3) 

Damages may be awarded against a person under subsection (2) of this section whether or not he 

is liable to damages under subsection (1) thereof, but where he is so liable any award under the 

said subsection (2) shall be taken into account in assessing his liability under the said subsection 

(1).” 

2. Describe and discuss the role played by the doctrine of promissory estoppel in English law of contract. 
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